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DAVID EDWARD
1407 PARKER ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21227
410-242-2222 PHONE
410-242-0111 FAX

FINISH DISCLAIMER
20-A CLEAR SATIN ON CHERRY
40-A CLEAR SATIN ON MAPLE
RE:

NAME:

PO:

FAX:

All external wood parts used in the manufacture of David Edward seating and tables are
of the highest grade Cherry or Maple solids and veneers unless otherwise specified.
These, like all natural materials, have inherent disparities in color and grain pattern.
Because of variations caused by nature, over which the company has no control, David
Edward cannot warranty color, grain, or texture of wood.
Applying a clear, non-colored finish does not allow for staining, shading, nor unitoning
that would otherwise provide a more consistent, uniform appearance. Matching of the
graining or natural coloration of the wood with a clear finish is neither implied nor
guaranteed. While our catalyzed finish system contains UV inhibitors, protection is
afforded to the coatings not the substrate. Hence the Cherry or Maple substrate when
finished in Clear Satin will have a tendency to “brown out” when exposed to direct
sunlight.
By acknowledging this “FINISH DISCLAIMER” you understand that there will be
variations in color, character, tone, and graining within the product and from product to
product. Furthermore the actual finish may vary from the sample that has been provided.
Variations between samples and finished goods should be anticipated and the substrate
will “brown out”/fade when exposed to UV light.
Please indicate that you accept these terms and return via fax (410-242-0111) ASAP. A
signed disclosure must be received prior to finishing. If color and graining uniformity
must be assured then please change your specification to one of our standard pigmented
finishes or submit a custom color to match that allows for uniform staining and shading.
Please Sign and return via fax ASAP. Signed disclaimer must be received prior to
finishing.
______________________________
Account Manager
___________________________________
SIGNATURE
Date:______________________________
11/21/2006
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